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Batch and saturated soil column experiments were conducted to investigate sorption and mobility of two
14
C-labeled contaminants, the hydrophobic chlordecone (CLD) and the sulfadiazine (SDZ), in the absence
or presence of functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). The transport behaviors of CLD,
SDZ, and MWCNTs were studied at environmentally relevant concentrations (0.1e10 mg L1) and they
were applied in the column studies at different times. The breakthrough curves and retention proﬁles
were simulated using a numerical model that accounted for the advective-dispersive transport of all
compounds, attachment/detachment of MWCNTs, equilibrium and kinetic sorption of contaminants, and
co-transport of contaminants with MWCNTs. The experimental results indicated that the presence of
mobile MWCNTs facilitated remobilization of previously deposited CLD and its co-transport into deeper
soil layers, while retained MWCNTs enhanced SDZ deposition in the topsoil layers due to the increased
adsorption capacity of the soil. The modeling results then demonstrated that the mobility of engineered
nanoparticles (ENPs) in the environment and the high afﬁnity and entrapment of contaminants to ENPs
were the main reasons for ENP-facilitated contaminant transport. On the other hand, immobile MWCNTs
had a less signiﬁcant impact on the contaminant transport, even though they were still able to enhance
the adsorption capacity of the soil.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) consist of multiple
rolled layers (concentric tubes) of graphene (Iijima, 1991; Kasel
et al., 2013a). Due to their unique physical and chemical properties, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been used in various applications (Gannon et al., 2007; Gohardani et al., 2014; Mattison et al.,
2011), which will undoubtedly result in their release into the
environment. Recent studies have additionally reported that
various organic or inorganic contaminants such as pesticides, antibiotics, and heavy metals can sorb to and be transported by CNTs
(Josko et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2011).
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An important implication of the CNTs presence in the environment
is that they may signiﬁcantly affect the fate of various contaminants
and that they may potentially be used for their remediation.
To date, only a few studies have investigated the transport
behavior of CNTs in natural soils or in model soil systems. These
studies have reported that the transport behavior of CNTs is
affected by ionic strength, ﬂow velocity, structure of porous media,
their input concentrations, and their structure/shape (Jaisi et al.,
2008; Kasel et al., 2013a; Mattison et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2012). Kasel et al. (2013b) found only limited transport of functionalized MWCNTs in undisturbed and unsaturated
soils. Fang et al. (2013) showed that the mobility of CNTs suspended
in a nonionic surfactant solution varied with the size of soil particles and the soil's sand content, and was negatively correlated to
the soil's clay content. However, current knowledge about the fate
and transport of CNTs in soils is still rather limited. There are even
fewer studies on the effects of CNTs on the mobility of other solutes
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and compounds, such as organic and inorganic contaminants, in
soils.
In general, colloids (e.g., suspended nanoparticles, clay particles,
and metal oxides) in the subsurface can act as carriers for contaminants because of their mobility and large sorption capacity.
This process is often deﬁned as “colloid-facilitated contaminant
 
transport” (co-transport) (Bradford and Kim, 2010; Sim
unek et al.,
2006, 2012). However, only very few studies have investigated
the co-transport between engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) and
contaminants (Hofmann and Von der Kammer, 2009; Su et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2011). These studies reported that ENPs affect
the contaminant transport if nanoparticles have a strong mobility
in porous media, a high adsorption capability, or if they are present
in high concentrations (Hofmann and Von der Kammer, 2009;
Zhang et al., 2011). These studies used a mixture of ENPs and
contaminants. However, it is relatively unlikely that ENPs and
contaminants are simultaneously released into the environment. To
the best of our knowledge, there have been no soil columns
experimental and numerical analysis concerning the fate and
transport of CNTs and contaminants that were not released
simultaneously. Such studies could simulate a possible soil remediation scenario when CNTs are released, either on purpose or
accidentally, into an initially contaminated soil.
Numerical models simulating colloid-facilitated contaminant
transport are generally based on the mass balance equations for
both colloids and contaminants and account for various interactions between the colloids, contaminants, and soil. They
consider various equilibrium and kinetic models such as the ﬁrstorder sorption of contaminants to soil, the ﬁrst-order kinetic
attachment of colloids (Jin et al., 1997; Treumann et al., 2014),
irreversible nonlinear kinetic attachment of colloids (Bradford
et al., 2011), and competitive Langmuir kinetic sorption of contaminants on colloids (van de Weerd and Leijnse, 1997). In this
study, additional processes are considered in the numerical analysis
of the experimental data, including blocking and depth-dependent
retention of MWCNTs during transport (Kasel et al., 2013a) and a
non-simultaneous release of MWCNTs and contaminants (Pang and
 
 
Sim
unek, 2006; Sim
unek et al., 2006).
The aim of this study is to investigate the sorption and mobility
of two different contaminants chlordecone (CLD, C10Cl10O), a highly
chlorinated pesticide, and sulfadiazine (SDZ, 4-amino-N-pyrimidin-2-yl-benzenesulfonamide), a widely used sulfonamide antibiotics, in the absence and presence of functionalized MWCNTs.
CLD is a persistent organic pollutant that remains present in soils
almost 20 years after its prohibition due to its long-term application (Cabidoche and Lesueur-Jannoyer, 2012; Fernandez-Bayo et al.,
2013b). The intense usage of antibiotics such as SDZ led to their
wide distribution in the environment (McArdell et al., 2003; Pailler
et al., 2009; Tamtam et al., 2008). In this study, the transport
behavior of MWCNTs in combination with the contaminants SDZ
and CLD is investigated by analyzing adsorption isotherms, as well
as breakthrough curves and retention proﬁles of column experiments. The column data are analyzed using the C-Ride module
 
 
(Sim
unek et al., 2012) of HYDRUS-1D (Sim
unek et al., 2016), which
accounts for advective-dispersive transport of both colloids and
contaminants, attachment, detachment and straining of colloids,
and kinetic sorption of contaminants to both soil and colloids.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals
Radioactively (14C) labeled and unlabeled MWCNTs were
applied for the batch and column experiments (Bayer Technology
Services GmbH, 51368 Leverkusen, Germany). MWCNTs were
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boiled with 70% nitric acid (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, 89555
Steinheim, Germany) for 4 h, resulting in additional oxygencontaining functional groups (e.g., carboxylic groups) on their
surfaces. Kasel et al. (2013a, 2013b) found limited transport of
MWCNT in soil and (small grain size) quartz sand even under unfavorable attachment conditions (negative charge of both MWCNTs
and porous media at low ionic strength) and suggested that this
was due to particle straining and aggregation, implying that the
colloidal stability of the MWCNT suspension was a signiﬁcant factor. Therefore, the MWCNT suspensions were prepared with 1 mM
KCl and ultrasonicated for 15 min at 65 W by a cup horn sonicator as
stock suspension, and then ultrasonicated again for 10 min before
injection, leading to better-dispersed MWCNTs during the experiments. This MWCNTs suspension (1 mg L1, 1 mM KCl) was found to
be stable for at least 24 h after preparation (Kasel et al., 2013a). The
characterization and aggregation behavior of functionalized
MWCNTs is given in Kasel et al. (2013a, 2013b).
Radioactively (14C) labeled CLD dissolved in acetone was purchased from Moravek Biochemicals (Brea, CA, USA). The speciﬁc
radioactivity of 14C-labeled CLD was 2.94 MBq mg1. For preparation of the desired CLD solution concentration, non-labeled CLD
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany) was mixed
with the 14C-labeled CLD. The total mass of non-labeled CLD and
14
C-labeled CLD was approximately 1 mg. After the acetone had
evaporated, the ﬂasks were ﬁlled with 1 L of 1 mM KCl.
Radioactively (14C) pyrimidine-ring-labeled SDZ was purchased
from Bayer-Health Care AG (Wuppertal, Germany) and dissolved in
the 1 mM KCl solution for the desired concentration. The speciﬁc
radioactivity was 0.43 MBq mg1. All 14C-labeled samples were
added to 5 ml of scintillation cocktail (Insta-Gel Plus, Perkin Elmer,
USA) and measured using a liquid scintillation counter (LSC, Perkin
Elmer, USA).

2.2. Batch experiments
In accordance with OECD guideline 106 (OECD., 2000), the
adsorption kinetics and the adsorption isotherms of CLD on the
loamy sand soil and on MWCNTs were determined in batch trials
€llrigl-Rosta et al., 2003),
and by using the dialysis technique (Ho
respectively. The soil adsorption isotherms were measured using
mixtures of 10 ml 14C-labeled CLD solutions of different concentrations and 1 g soil (in 1 mM KCl), which were equilibrated for 24 h
in an overhead shaker. After centrifugation, the supernatant was
€ llrigl-Rosta
taken and measured by LSC. The dialysis technique (Ho
et al., 2003) was applied to determine the adsorption of CLD and
SDZ on MWCNTs. Two dialysis half-cells were therefore separated
by a 1 kDa cut-off cellulose membrane and inserted into a special
frame. Then, the bottom part of the half-cell was ﬁlled with
approximately 5 ml of MWCNT suspension (non-labeled,
10 mg L1) and the top part of the half-cell was ﬁlled with 5 ml of
CLD (0e10 mg g1) or SDZ (0e1 mg L1) at selected concentrations.
The ﬁlled half-cell was then rotated at 10 rpm for 48 h. After
equilibration, the solution concentration of 14C-labeled CLD or SDZ
in the top part of the half-cell was measured by LSC.
The sorption kinetics of CLD to MWCNTs were determined by
adding 10 ml of 10 mg g1 of 14C-labeled CLD solution to 10 mg of
unlabeled MWCNTs, and then mixing. This suspension was
centrifuged at selected time intervals and a sample of the supernatant was measured by LSC. The kinetic analysis of the batch
experimental data was carried out using the following equation
(Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000):
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C
k
þ kamM exp½  ðkamM þ kdmM Þt
¼ dmM
C0
kamM þ kdmM

(1)

where C is the contaminant concentration in the liquid phase
[ML3]; C0 is the initial contaminant concentration in the liquid
phase [ML3]; kamM and kdmM are the CLD adsorption and desorption rate coefﬁcients to the mobile MWCNTs [T1], respectively. The
calculated adsorption and desorption rate coefﬁcients (kamM and
kdmM ) are given in Table 1. Blank experiments were conducted to
determine the sorption of CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs to wall of the
centrifuge tubes or the dialysis membrane in the batch experiments. Batch concentrations in the presence of soil or MWCNTs
were corrected for sorption losses in blank experiments.
2.3. Transport experiments
Stainless steel columns (3 cm inner diameter and 12 cm length)
were used for transport experiments. Samples of the loamy sand
soil were taken from the upper 30 cm in Kaldenkirchen-Hülst,
Germany (sieved to a fraction < 2 mm and air dried, and the median
grain size, d50, equaled 120 mm). This soil had a total organic carbon
of 1.1% mass, a cationic exchange capacity of 7.8 cmolc kg1, and pH
value of 5.9 (Kasel et al., 2013b). The soil was composed of 4.9% clay
(<2 mm), 26.7% silt (2e63 mm), and 68.5% sand (>2 mm). Soil and
deionized water were alternately and incrementally ﬁlled into the
columns. The columns were then connected to a pump (MCP V 5.10,
Ismatec SA, Glattbrugg, Switzerland), with the ﬂow direction from
the bottom to the top of the column. Approximately 30 pore volumes (PVs) of background electrolyte solution (1 mM KCl) were
applied to the column before the transport experiments were carried out. The bulk density of the packed columns was approximately 1.48 g cm3.
A tracer experiment was conducted ﬁrst to characterize the
hydraulic conditions and conservative transport parameters, such
as porosity and dispersivity, of the soil. A pulse of approximately
2.1 PV (about 90 mL) of the tracer (1 mM KBr) was applied for that
purpose. Efﬂuent solutions were collected by a fraction collector
every 30 s (e.g., approximately 2.5 mL per vial) and analyzed to
determine the breakthrough curves (BTCs). The efﬂuent concentrations of bromide were determined using a high-performance
liquid chromatograph (STH 585, Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA)
equipped with a UV detector (UV2075, Jasco, Essex, UK).
The same procedure was repeated when CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs
were applied. The single-species transport of CLD (14C-labeled,
experiment I), SDZ (14C-labeled, experiment II and III), or MWCNTs
(14C-labeled, experiment IV) in the saturated soil columns were
investigated ﬁrst. Based on information collected during this ﬁrst
step, the second set of column experiments was designed to
investigate the effect of MWCNTs on the transport of CLD and SDZ.
During the CLD co-transport experiment, a pulse (around 2.1 PV) of
CLD (14C-labeled) was injected ﬁrst, followed by a MWCNT suspension pulse (non-labeled, around 2.1 PV) applied at the same

CLD
CLD
SDZ
SDZa

Absorbents

MWCNT
soil
MWCNT
soil

2.4. Numerical modeling
 
The C-Ride module (Sim
unek et al., 2012) of HYDRUS-1D
 
(Sim
unek et al., 2016) was used to simulate the one-dimensional
transport and co-transport of CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs. The transport of MWCNTs can be described using the advection-dispersion
equation coupled with one-site kinetic retention as follows
(Bradford et al., 2003; Gargiulo et al., 2007):

q
r

vCM
vS
v2 C M
vC
þ r M ¼ qDM
q M
vt
vt
vx
vx2

vSM
¼ qjkac CM  rkdc SM
vt

j¼ 1

kamM

kdmM

Kd

Koc

[min1]

[min1]

[cm3g1]

[cm3g1]

0.10

5.32E-03

60,000
56
6000
0.56

NF
5090
NF
5.09

NF - not ﬁtted.
a
The adsorption of SDZ in the soil was described by Zarﬂ (2008).

(2)

(3)

where q is the volumetric water content [L3L3], CM is the MWCNT
concentration in the liquid phase [nL3], t is time [T], r is the bulk
density of the soil [ML3], SM is the MWCNT concentration associated with (attached or strained) the soil [nM1], x is the spatial
coordinate [L], DM is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefﬁcient for
MWCNTs [L2T1], q is the Darcy velocity [LT1], kac and kdc are the
ﬁrst-order attachment and detachment coefﬁcients for MWCNTs
[T1], respectively, and j [-] is the dimensionless MWCNT retention
function to account for time- and depth-dependent retention,
which is deﬁned as:



Table 1
Optimized results from batch experiments.
Chemicals

ionic strength and ﬂow velocity (experiment V and VI). In contrast,
during the SDZ co-transport experiment, the MWCNT suspension
(non-labeled, around 2.1 PV) was injected ﬁrst, followed by an injection of SDZ (14C-labeled, around 2.1 PV, experiments VII and
VIII). For both CLD and SDZ co-transport experiments, the non-14Clabeled MWCNTs, prepared in the same way as the 14C-labeled
MWCNTs, were applied. We assumed that the non-labeled
MWCNTs in the co-transport experiments showed the same
transport behavior as the 14C-labeled MWCNTs in the singlespecies transport experiments. A summary of the experimental
conditions is provided in Table 2. The retardation factor (R) can be
calculated from the mean breakthrough time (tb), the column
length (L), and the pore-water velocity (v) as R¼tbv/L. The value of R
is a measure of the mean breakthrough time relative to a conservative solute tracer.
At the end of the experiments, soil samples were excavated from
the columns in approximately 0.5e1 cm thick increments and
analyzed to determine the retention proﬁles (RPs) of CLD, SDZ, and
MWCNTs. The soil samples of each layer were dried, crushed and
combusted using a biological oxidizer at 900  C (OX 500, R.J. Harvey
Instrumentation Corporation, Tappan, NY, USA), followed by the
LSC measurement. Before the column experiments, empty columns
without soil were used to determine losses of MWCNTs, CLD, and
SDZ to ensure the appropriateness of the column setup. The loss
percentage to the empty column was approximately 3%.

SM
Smax
M



d50 þ x
d50

b
(4)

where d50 is the median grain size of the soil [L], b [-] is a parameter
which is controlled by the shape of the retention proﬁle, Smax
M is the
maximum solid phase MWCNT concentration [nM1]. In this study,
a b value of 0.765 was employed for non-spherical MWCNTs (Kasel
et al., 2013a, 2013b).
Contaminant (CLD or SDZ) transport in soil was described using
the advection-dispersion equation:
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Table 2
Experimental conditions, hydraulic parameters and mass balance information for all column experiments. The ionic strength for all column experiments was 1 mM KCl and d50
of soil was 120 mm.
Single-species transport experiments
Chemical
CLD
SDZ
SDZ
MWCNTs

No.
I
II
III
IV

Co
[mg L1 ]

q
[cm min1]

Porosity

1
0.1
1
1

0.71
0.70
0.72
0.72

0.5
0.52
0.49
0.50

l

Meff

Msoil

Mtotal

0.007
0.937
0.981
0.458

1.002
0.118
0.030
0.488

1.009
1.056
1.011
0.946

[cm]
0.16
0.18
0.31
0.60

Co-transport experiments
Chemical

CLD/MWCNTs
CLD/MWCNTs
MWCNTs/SDZ
MWCNTs/SDZ

No.

V
VI
VII
VIII

Co
[mg L1 ]
MWCNTs

CLD/SDZ

1
10
1
1

1
1
1
0.1

q
[cm min1]

Porosity

0.71
0.71
0.70
0.69

0.51
0.54
0.50
0.52

l

Meff

Msoil

Mtotal

0.010
0.010
0.976
0.884

1.008
0.997
0.073
0.280

1.017
1.007
1.049
1.164

[cm]

0.16
NF
0.09
0.21

Co is the input concentration; l is the hydrodynamic longitudinal dispersivity estimated from Br; Meff is the fraction of MWCNT, CLD, or SDZ mass in the efﬂuent; Msoil is the
fraction of MWCNT, CLD, or SDZ mass in the solid phase; Mtotal is the total relative mass for the column experiment; NF - not ﬁtted.

q

vC
vS
v2 C
vC
þ r ¼ qD 2  q
vt
vt
vx
vx

(5)

where C is the contaminant concentration in the liquid phase
[ML3], D is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefﬁcient for CLD or SDZ
[L2T1], S is the contaminant concentration sorbed to the solid
phase [MM1]. Sorption of CLD or SDZ was described using a twosite adsorption-desorption model as follows (Van Genuchten and
Wagenet, 1989):

S ¼ Se þ Sk

(6)

vSe
vC
¼ fKd
vt
vt

(7)

vSk
¼ u½ð1  f ÞKd C  Sk 
vt

(8)

where Se [MM1] is the contaminant concentration on instantaneous equilibrium sorption site, Sk [MM1] is the contaminant
concentration on the remaining ﬁrst-order kinetic sorption site, f [-]
is the fraction of exchange sites assumed to be in equilibrium with
the solution phase, Kd is the partition coefﬁcient for linear
adsorption [L3M1], u is the ﬁrst-order rate constant [T1]. The
diffusion coefﬁcients of CLD and SDZ are from Pritchard et al. (1986)
and Chen et al. (2013), respectively. Due to the short duration of the
experiments, degradation and transformation of contaminants can
be neglected.
The interactions between the contaminant (CLD or SDZ) and
mobile or immobile MWCNTs during coupled nanotubes and
 
contaminant transport are described as follows (Pang and Sim
unek,
 
2006; Sim
unek et al., 2006, 2012):

q

vC
vSe
vS
vC S
vS S
þr
þ r k þ q M mM þ r M iM
vt
vt
vt
vt
vt
v2 C
vC
v2 CM SmM
vC S
þ þqD
¼ qD 2  q
 q M mM
vx
vx
vx
vx2

(9)

where SmM and SiM [MM1] are the CLD or SDZ concentrations
sorbed to mobile and immobile MWCNTs, respectively. Concentrations of CLD or SDZ sorbed to immobile and mobile colloids can
be written as follows:

q

r

vCM SmM
v2 SmM CM
vC S
¼ qD
 q M mM þ qjm kamM C
vt
vx
vx2
 qkdmM CM SmM  qkac CM SmM þ rkdc SM SiM

(10)

vSM SiM
¼ qjim kaiM C  rkdiM SM SiM þ qkac CM SmM  rkdc SM SiM
vt
(11)

where kaiM and kdiM are the rate coefﬁcients for CLD or SDZ sorption
to and desorption from immobile MWCNTs [T1], respectively; and
jm and jim are dimensionless variables that adjust the sorption rate
to a number of mobile and immobile MWCNTs present, respectively. Detailed list of all transport and reaction equations involved
in colloid-facilitated solute transport are described in detail in the
manual of C-Ride.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Adsorption of CLD and SDZ on MWCNTs and soil
All the optimized results from batch experiments are summarized in Table 1. A linear adsorption isotherm provided a good
description of CLD adsorption on the soil (r2 ¼ 0.99, Table 1, Fig. 1a).
The sorption coefﬁcient (Kd) equaled 56 cm3 g1. This value of Kd
can be used in conjunction with the soil organic carbon fraction
(foc ¼ 0.011 g g1) (Kasel et al., 2013b) to calculate the organic
carbon normalized adsorption coefﬁcient (Koc ¼ Kd/foc) (OECD.,
2000) that is equal to cm3 g-1. This Koc value is consistent with
the reported range in the literature of 2500 to 20,000 cm3 g-1
(Woignier et al., 2012) and indicates that CLD sorption on the soil is
mainly controlled by hydrophobic interactions with soil organic
carbon (Cabidoche et al., 2009; Levillain et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012),
while inorganic soil components like clay minerals play a relatively
minor role, which produces a limited mobility of CLD in soils
(Fernandez-Bayo et al., 2013a; 2013b). The sorption of SDZ in the
same (Kaldenkirchen-Hülst) soil was described in an earlier study
(Zarﬂ, 2008). Reported values of Kd ¼ 0.56 cm3 g-1 and
Koc ¼ 5.09 cm3 g-1 indicate that organic carbon and inorganic soil
components may both play an important role for SDZ sorption on
the soil (Kasteel et al., 2010). However, SDZ has a much lower Koc
value than CLD, its mobility in soils is therefore expected to be
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Fig. 1. (a) Adsorption isotherm of CLD on soil. (b) Adsorption isotherm of CLD on MWCNTs. (c) Adsorption isotherm of SDZ on MWCNTs. (d) Kinetic sorption data for CLD on
MWCNTs.

Table 3
Parameters optimized by using different models for the CLD, SDZ, and MWCNT transport, co-transport and retention in soil.
Single-species transport experiments
Experiment
No.

r2

MWCNT parameters
/C0
Smax
M
3 1
[cm g

I
II
III
IV

0.827
0.963
0.997
0.975

Contaminant (CLD or SDZ) parameters
kac
[min1]

]

kdc
[min1]

Frac. (f)
5.46E-04
0
0

5.45

10.3

Kd
[cm3g1]

u

282.60
0.17
0.17

8.28E-04
1.22E-02
2.42

[min1]

6.80E-03

Co-transport experiments
Experiment
No.

r2

V
VII
VIII

0.872
0.982
0.982

r correlation of observed and ﬁtted data.
a
- obtained from the batch experiments.

Contaminant (CLD or SDZ) parameters
kaiM
[min1]

kdiM
[min1]

0.10a
1.31E-02
0.38

5.32E-03a
1.02E-02
0.49
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the loamy sand soil, respectively. This strong adsorption capacity of
large surface area MWCNTs for CLD and SDZ has been mainly been
attributed to p-p dispersion and hydrogen-bonding interactions
(Liao et al., 2008; Upadhyayula et al., 2009). The presence of
MWCNTs in soils is therefore expected to strongly inﬂuence the
mobility of CLD and SDZ.
Equation (1) provided a good description for the adsorption
kinetics of CLD on MWCNTs (r2 ¼ 0.99, Fig. 1d). The adsorption
(kamM) and desorption (kdmM) rate coefﬁcients of CLD to/from the
MWCNTs were determined to be 6.26 h1 and 0.32 h1, respectively. The adsorption rate was much faster than the desorption
rate.
3.2. Single-species transport of CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs in soil

Fig. 2. Observed and estimated BTCs (a and b) and RPs (c) for a single-species transport of CLD (experiment I), SDZ (experiment II), and MWCNTs (experiment IV) in
saturated soil columns. Figure (2a) has two vertical axes. The left axis shows the
relative CLD concentrations (C/C0), while the right axis shows the relative SDZ and
MWCNTs concentrations. The breakthrough curves in Fig. b are plotted as log scale
efﬂuent concentrations (log10C/Co) versus pore volumes.

much higher than that of CLD.
The Freundlich equation provided a good description of
adsorption isotherms of CLD on MWCNTs (r2 ¼ 0.95), with the
Freundlich coefﬁcient (KF) and exponent (n) equal to 229 mg(11/n)
L1/n g1 and 1.49, respectively (Fig. 1b). The sorption coefﬁcient Kd
was calculated from a linear ﬁt of the ﬁrst part of the isotherm to be
60,000 cm3 g-1, which demonstrates strong adsorption. A linear
adsorption isotherm provided a good description of SDZ adsorption
on the MWCNTs (r2 ¼ 0.99, Fig. 1c), with a sorption coefﬁcient Kd of
6000 cm3 g-1, which is in agreement with reported Kd values
(103e104 cm3g1) (Ji et al., 2009). The Kd values of CLD and SDZ on
MWCNTs were three and ﬁve orders of magnitude higher than on

The ﬁrst three column experiments (I, II, and IV) were performed to improve our understanding of the single-species transport behavior of CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs in soils. The experimental
conditions are presented in Table 2 and optimized model parameters in Table 3. The BTCs (Fig. 2a) are plotted as normalized efﬂuent
concentrations (C/C0) versus pore volumes, where C0 is the inﬂuent
concentration. Efﬂuent concentrations for CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs
were plotted on a log scale (log10 C/Co) in Fig. 2b versus pore volumes. The RPs (Fig. 2c) are plotted as normalized solid phase
concentrations (S/C0) versus column depth. The total recovered
mass from the efﬂuent and retained in the column ranged from
0.95 to 1.05 for the three compounds. The retardation factors for
CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs that were calculated from respective BTCs
relative to the conservative tracer transport (Ptak et al., 2004)
indicated that CLD, SDZ, and MWCNTs reached the column outlet
with only a slight retardation compared to the conservative tracer
(data not shown). Thus, pore size exclusion was not observed
(Bradford et al., 2003).
Mass balance information in Table 2 shows that about half of the
injected MWCNTs were retained in the soil column (Fig. 2, Table 2).
Equations (2)e(5) provided a good description of the BTC and RP
(r2 ¼ 0.975). The ﬁtted value of kac was considerably (several orders
of magnitude) higher than the kdc (Table 3), indicating only a slow
rate of release. The BTC exhibited blocking behavior (a decreasing
rate of retention with continued MWCNT injection). The ﬁtted
value of Smax/Co ¼ 5.45 cm3 g-1 was used to account for this blocking
process, and its low value indicates that only a small fraction of the
solid surface area contributed to MWCNT retention (Bradford et al.,
2009; Kasel et al., 2013a). This result is expected because the soil
and functionalized MWCNTs exhibit a net negative charge under
low ionic strength conditions that produces an energy barrier to
attachment (Bradford et al. 2006, 2009). The RP shape was hyperexponential (e.g., a greater rate of retention near the column inlet
than the outlet). A number of potential explanations for hyperexponential RPs have appeared in the literature, including: straining (Bradford et al. 2002, 2003), heterogeneity in colloid size and
charge (Bolster et al., 1999; Tong and Johnson, 2007; Tufenkji and
Elimelech, 2005), and system hydrodynamics (Bradford et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2011). The exact reason of the hyperexponential RP cannot be deduced from the experimental data,
but other literature information for the retention of MWCNTs
suggests that straining was the domain process under our experimental conditions (Jaisi et al., 2008; Kasel et al., 2013a; Wang et al.,
2012).
CLD and SDZ exhibited very different mobilities in the soil.
Almost 100% of the CLD was retained in the soil, mostly in the
shallow layers (0e2 cm). On the other hand, SDZ easily passed
through the column and, only 12% was retained in the soil (Table 2).
These results are consistent with the batch experiments, which
found that the Kd value was much larger for CLD (56 cm3 g-1) than
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Fig. 3. Observed and estimated BTCs (a and c) and RPs (b and d) for CLD in single-species (experiment I) and co-transport (experiment V and VI, respectively) experiments in
saturated soil columns. The input concentration for CLD and MWCNTs was 1 mg L1. Figure (3a) has two vertical axes. The left axis shows the relative CLD concentrations, while the
right axis shows the relative MWCNT concentrations. The vertical dotted lines indicate applications of CLD and MWCNTs.

for SDZ (0.56 cm3 g-1). The two-site sorption model ﬁtted well the
observed BTCs for both CLD and SDZ (Table 3). Values of Kd that
were ﬁtted to the column experiments were not the same as those
obtained in the batch experiments, especially for CLD. One plausible explanation is because continuous advection in the column
systems produces kinetic sorption on the soil surface due to the
shorter solute residence time than the equilibrium batch system.
Indeed, the ﬁtted fraction of equilibrium exchange sites (f) was
always very small (Table 3), indicating that sorption of both CLD
and SDZ was mainly a kinetic process. Equilibrium sorption can be
neglected for SDZ due to the small value of Kd (0.17 cm3 g-1).
Therefore, only a one-site kinetic sorption process was considered
in the model by setting f ¼ 0. In contrast, equilibrium sorption
cannot be neglected for CLD because of the large value of Kd
(282.6 cm3 g-1) that provides retardation of about 1.5. Unold et al.
(2009) and Wehrhan et al. (2007) came to a similar conclusion
for CLD and SDZ, even though they employed different sorption
models. Fig. 2b demonstrates that low amounts of concentration
tailing occurred following recovery of the breakthrough curves.
Detachment/desorption was greatest for MWCNTs, SDZ, and then
CLD.
Although the sorption model described experimental BTCs well,
it was not able to correctly ﬁt RPs with their hyper-exponential
shapes (Fig. 2). The same problem was also encountered by Unold
et al. (2009) and Wehrhan et al. (2007). The most plausible

reason for the hyper-exponential RPs for CLD and SDZ is due to
system hydrodynamics (Li et al., 2005). In particular, the same kinetic retention rate constant will produce greater amounts of CLD
and SDZ removal in lower than higher velocity regions of the
porous medium. The transport of CLD and SDZ is therefore expected to be controlled by high velocity regions with less removal
with increasing distance.
3.3. Co-transport
Different injection sequences were employed in the cotransport experiments for CLD and SDZ in the presence of
MWCNTs. Since CLD has a limited mobility in soil (Fig. 2), the CLD
co-transport experiment was conducted by ﬁrst injecting CLD into
the soil column followed by a MWCNT suspension. This sequence
was meant to simulate the process of using MWCNTs to remediate
soil contaminated with CLD. On the other hand, MWCNTs retained
in the soil inﬂuence the soil adsorption capacity and may thus affect
the transport and sorption of highly mobile contaminants such as
SDZ. The SDZ co-transport experiment was thus performed by
injecting the MWCNT suspension ﬁrst, followed by a SDZ pulse. This
sequence was meant to simulate the process of using retained
MWCNTs in the soil to slow down the spread of a contaminant, as is
commonly done using reactive barriers.
The colloid-facilitated contaminant transport model in the C-
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Fig. 4. Observed and estimated BTCs (a and c) and RPs (b and d) for single species SDZ (experiments II and III) and MWCNTs (experiment IV) or co-transport (experiment VII and
VIII) experiments in saturated soil columns. The input concentration for SDZ and MWCNT was 0.1, 1 and 1 mg L1, respectively. The vertical dotted lines indicate applications of SDZ
and MWCNTs.

Ride module of HYDRUS-1D was used to describe the interactions
between CLD and SDZ with soil, and with mobile and retained
MWCNTs in the four co-transport experiments (V, VI, VII and VIII,
respectively). The interactions between CLD or SDZ (experiment I
and II) and soil (u, f, and Kd) were described using equations (5)
through (8). The interactions between MWCNTs (experiment III)
and soil (Smax, kac and kdc) were described using equations (2)
through (4). The interactions between CLD and mobile or
retained MWCNTs were described by parameters kamM, kdmM, kaiM,
and kdiM using equations (9) through (11). The interactions between
SDZ and retained MWCNTs were described by parameters kaiM and
kdiM using equations (9) through (11). As discussed above, rate
parameters kamM (6.26 h1 ¼ 0.10 min1) and kdmM (0.32
h1 ¼ 5.32E-3 min1) were estimated from the sorption kinetic
experiment (equation (1), Fig. 1d). We have assumed that adsorption or desorption rates of CLD to/from mobile and retained
MWCNTs were the same and used these values (kaiM ¼ kamM ¼ 0.10
min1 and kdiM ¼ kdmM ¼ 5.32E-3 min1).
3.3.1. Pulse of CLD followed by pulse of MWCNTs
In experiments I, V and VI the effect of co-transport of CLD with
MWCNTs under saturated conditions was investigated (Fig. 3). It is
noteworthy that even though CLD's mobility is limited, it still
appeared again in the outﬂow after the application of the MWCNTs

suspension (Fig. 3a). The concentrations of retained CLD decreased
approximately 11% in the ﬁrst layer (point 1 and 10, Fig. 3b) and
increased nearly 8% in the fourth layer (point 4 and 40 , Fig. 3b) due
to the MWCNT injection. Overall, nearly 17% of the CLD mass was
remobilized from the top layers and shifted into deeper layers after
injection of the MWCNT suspension (experiment I and V). This shift
demonstrated that transport of MWCNTs facilitated the remobilization of CLD due to its strong sorption capacity for CLD. A similar
trend was observed when CLD was injected prior to being eluted
with a MWCNTs suspension at a higher input concentration of
10 mg L1 (Fig. 3c and d).
Table 3 shows the optimized parameters of the CLD co-transport
experiment. For both mobile and retained MWCNTs, the adsorption
rate of CLD was much greater than desorption rate, which
demonstrated that the sorption was a slowly reversible process and
MWCNTs had a strong adsorption capacity for CLD.
3.3.2. Pulse of MWCNTs followed by pulse of SDZ
In experiments II, III, VII and VIII the inﬂuence of retained
MWCNTs on SDZ transport and sorption was investigated (Fig. 4).
While SDZ has a high mobility in soil, it was retained to a greater
extent in soil in the presence of immobilized MWCNTs. About 12%
of the SDZ was retained in the soil column when it was applied
without MWCNTs (experiment II), whereas about 28% of the SDZ
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was retained when it was applied after a MWCNT pulse (Fig. 4a and
b, Table 2).
Mass balance information in Table 2 indicates that application of
the MWCNT pulse reduced the SDZ mass that was recovered in the
efﬂuent (Meff) by 5.3% and produced a corresponding increase in the
SDZ mass that was retained in the soil (Msoil). These ﬁndings were
further conﬁrmed by conducting similar SDZ co-transport experiments (Fig. 4c and d, experiments III and VII) with a higher input
concentration of SDZ (C0 ¼ 1 instead of 0.1 mg L1). Clearly, more
SDZ was retained in the upper layer in the presence of MWCNTs
when C0 ¼ 1 mg L1 (Fig. 4c and d).
The isotherm data for SDZ on MWCNT (Fig. 1c) and soil (Table 1)
suggest a linear increase in the retained SDZ concentration with C0.
Similarly, co-transport experiments conducted with a higher value
of C0 for SDZ also produced greater amounts of SDZ retention
(Fig. 4). However, mass balance information in Table 2 indicates
that the value of Msoil for SDZ was greater when the experiment was
conducted with a lower (C0 ¼ 0.1 mg L1, experiment VIII) than
higher (C0 ¼ 1 mg L1; experiment VII) input concentration of SDZ.
Since the same amount of MWCNT (1 mg L1) was injected in both
experiments, this implies that the relative amount of SDZ retention
increased at a lower value of C0 because the kinetic rate coefﬁcients
were much higher (Table 3). All these measures demonstrate that
retained MWCNTs enhanced the sorption of SDZ in the soil column.
Unlike the CLD co-transport experiment that had both mobile
and retained MWCNTs, SDZ only interacted with retained MWCNTs.
Consequently, only parameters kaiM and kdiM needed to be optimized to the SDZ co-transport experiments (Table 3). Fitted values
of kaiM were similar to kdiM, which demonstrated that SDZ sorption
was a rapidly reversible process. In addition, estimated values of
kaiM and kdiM were strong functions of C0 for SDZ, increasing with
lower values of C0. In particular, values of kaiM and kdiM in experiment VIII (C0 ¼ 0.1 mg L1 for SDZ) were about one order of
magnitude higher than in experiment VII (C0 ¼ 1 mg L1 for SDZ).
4. Conclusions
The hydrophobic pesticide CLD was found to have limited
mobility in the soil because of its strong partitioning to the soil
organic matter fraction. However, injection of MWCNTs facilitated
the remobilization of a portion of the retained CLD from the soil
because MWCNTs have a large sorption capacity for CLD and a
greater mobility than CLD. These results demonstrate that mobile
MWCNTs can facilitate the recovery of hydrophobic contaminants
that are retained in soils. In contrast, the readily-water soluble
antibiotic SDZ was found to be highly mobile in soil and exhibited
small amounts of kinetic sorption to both soil organic and inorganic
fractions. Immobilized MWCNTs in the soil diminished the transport of an injected pulse of SDZ because retained MWCNTs have a
large sorption afﬁnity for SDZ. Furthermore, the kinetic sorption
rate for SDZ by MWCNTs was larger at lower SDZ concentrations,
and this produced greater amounts of SDZ retention. Thus, immobilized MWCNTs can reduce the contaminant mass that migrates
through the topsoil. Collectively, this research improves our understanding of how ENPs can enhance or diminish the transport of
contaminants by considering: (i) non-simultaneous injection of
ENPs and contaminants; (ii) environmentally relevant input concentrations for ENPs and contaminants; (iii) measurement of
breakthrough curves and retention proﬁles for contaminants and
ENPs; and (iv) numerical modeling of co-transport and interactions
between ENPs and contaminants. It is worth noting that different
environmental factors such as ionic strength, ﬂow velocity, and soil
types are known to have a large inﬂuence on MWCNT transport and
retention. It is therefore expected that these same factors will have
a large inﬂuence on co-transport scenarios with MWCNTs and

contaminants, and additional research is needed to address these
issues.
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